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"Damn it! Elder Hilton, we need to kill Arthur right now. Don't give him a chance to recover!" The Southern Boss's expression

darkened as he reminded Devon.

The Four Apostles were the head executives among the Spears and the foundations for the Southern Boss's power in the

southern region.

Seeing how Leon killed the Four Apostles, the Southern Boss desperately wished he could tear Leon into pieces, but he knew

that this was not a time for him to lose his composure.

At the moment, he needed to kill Arthur before Leon could come to his rescue, or he and Devon would lose their chances once

Leon join forces with Arthur.

Without hesitation, the Southern Boss leaped and executed the Divine Kick, sending a powerful blow toward Arthur in an attempt

to kill him.

"Damn it! Here goes nothing!" Arthur paled.

He was on the verge of being defeated under the Southern Boss and Devon's combined attack, and since the Southern Boss

was placing all his strength on this final attack, Arthur found himself powerless to fight back or back away.

At the very last moment, he gritted his teeth and launched the Stormy Punch, sending a wave of energy toward the Southern

Boss at the speed of lightning.

"Baam!"

Their attacks clashed with a deafening sound.

Though Arthur was slightly more powerful than the Southern Boss, he failed to wield his full strength under the circumstances

and found himself overpowered.

He stumbled backward and felt his insides turning at the impact; soon, blood began to stream down the corner of his mouth.

"Die!" Taking the opportunity, Devon launched the Mirage Strike at Arthur.

"It's over!" Arhtur's heart sank.

He was just injured by the Southern Boss and could barely balance himself, so he could not evade Devon's attack and could

only watch as Devon approached with formidable strength, knowing that he would die if Devon's attack landed on its target.

Just as Arthur fell into despair, the tables were turned.

"Old Hilton, you're the one who should die!" Leon scoffed and appeared before Arthur to fend off Devon's attack with the

Phantom Steps.

Without hesitation, he then flung his fist toward Devon to deliver a powerful blow.
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